A new band of modern artists is changing how we look at two dimensional art. Buro 24/7 Middle East has the details...

Art space Carbon 12 is set to present a new concept exhibition. Titled Surface as Interface as Surface, the new show investigates the tangible and intangibles of modern day, as the line between the digital world and the real world is increasingly blurred.

The works of a diverse group of contemporary artists – André Butzer, Bernhard Buhmann, Ralf Ziervogel, Gregor Hildebrandt, Peles Empire, Jessica Mein, Thomas Arnolds and Mohammed Kazem – all offer a visualisation of the intricate connections between worlds using a multitude of mediums including paintings as well as three-dimensional pieces put together using different materials.

Surface as Interface as Surface will run from May 16 – July 15 at Carbon 12, Al Serkal Avenue, Dubai.